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KEMOLUX  UNIVERSAL FAST DRYING
METAL PRIMER

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION KEMOLUX UNIVERSAL fast drying primer is produced on the basis of alkyd-
phenolic resin with the addition of anticorrosive pigments. It is rapid drying, has
excellent adhesion, and good anticorrosion and mechanical properties.

PRODUCT RANGE KEMOLUX UNIVERSAL FAST DRYING PRIMER - red
KEMOLUX UNIVERSAL FAST DRYING PRIMER - grey

THINNER Thinner nitro

GLOSS Matte

DRYING TIME On dust 20 min, for handling 60 minutes, to harden within 10 hours. The next 
layer can be applied after 20 minutes.

SOLIDS CONTENT 55 ± 2% (volume)
75 ± 2% (weight)

VISCOSITY 35 - 45'' (HRN EN ISO 2431:2012) DIN 6, 20°C

DENSITY 1,4-1,5 kg/l (HRN EN ISO 2811-1:2016) 

VOC A(i), 500g/l; max. 450 g/l

SPREADING RATE 10-11 m2/l in one coat on a smooth surface, with 30 μm DFT.

PRODUCT 
CHARACTERISTICS

It  is  used  as  an anticorrosion  basecoat  to  protect  metal  surfaces  in  the
production  of  agricultural  machinery  and  equipment,  tools,  industrial
equipment  and  other  products  from  the  metalworking  and  mechanical
engineering industrial products.

APPLICATION On well  prepared metal surface (rust,  grease and moisture removed) it  is
applied  with  a  brush  or  roller  (diluted  to  a  max.  of  10% thinner)  and by
spraying or dipping (diluted with 15-20% of thinner) in two layers, 20 minutes
after  applying  the  first  layer  and  at  20  °C. Stir  product  before  use!
Recommended top coats are: 2x KEMOLUX enamel varnish / 2x KEMOLUX
fast  drying  enamel  varnish  /  2x  HARDRLUX  metal  effect  varnish  /  2x
HARDLUX  professional  varnish  /  2x  HARDLUX  hammerschlag  effect
varnish  /  2x  KEMOCEL nitro  varnish  /  2x  KEMOCEL fast  drying  enamel
varnish .

STORAGE Store in a dry,  well  ventilated space out  of  direct  sunlight at a temperature
between +5 °C and + 25°C.

SHELF LIFE 5 years

Manufacturer keeps the right of possible changes later. For all additional informations contact our technical office! Technical data are given with the purpose to
acchieve the best results by using the products of  the company  CHROMOS-SVJETLOST without commitment of manufacturer.


